Random variables and their distributions are a central part in many areas of statistical methods. The Distributions.jl package provides Julia users and developers tools for working with probability distributions, leveraging Julia features for their intuitive and flexible manipulation, while remaining highly efficient through zero-cost abstractions.
Introduction
The Distributions.jl package (JuliaStats 2019) defines interfaces for representing probability distributions and other mathematical objects describing the generation of random samples. Generic and specific behavior required for distributions and other "sample-able" objects are defined. The package implements a large number of distributions to be directly usable for the implementation of probabilistic modeling, estimation and simulation problems. It leverages idiomatic features of Julia including multiple dispatch and the type system, both presented in more detail in Bezanson, Edelman, Karpinski, and Shah (2017) and Bezanson, Chen, Chung, Karpinski, Shah, Vitek, and Zoubritzky (2018) .
In many applications, including but not limited to physical simulation, mathematical optimization or data analysis, computer programs need to generate random numbers from sample spaces or more specifically from a probability distribution or to infer a probability distribution given prior knowledge and observed samples. Distributions.jl unifies these use cases under one set of modeling tools.
A core idea of the package is to build an equivalence between mathematical objects and corresponding Julia types. A probability distribution is therefore represented by a type with a given behavior provided through the implementation of a set of methods. This equivalence makes the syntax of programs fit the semantics of the mathematical objects.
Related software
In the scipy.stats 1 module of the SciPy project (Jones, Oliphant, Peterson et al. 2001-) , distributions are created and manipulated as objects in the object-oriented programming sense. Methods are defined for a distribution class, then specialized for continuous and discrete distribution classes inheriting from the generic distribution, from which inherit classes representing actual distribution families.
Representations of probability distributions have also been implemented in statically-typed functional programming languages, in Haskell in the Probabilistic Functional Programming package (Erwig and Kollmansberger 2006) , in OCaml (Kiselyov and Shan 2009) , supporting only discrete distributions as an association between collection elements and probabilities. Ścibior, Ghahramani, and Gordon (2015) presents a generic monad-based representation of probability distributions allowing for both continuous and discrete distributions.
The R stats package, which is distributed as part of the language, includes functions related to probability distributions which use a prefix naming convention: rdist for random sampling, ddist for computing the probability density, pdist for computing the cumulative distribution function, and qdist for computing the quantiles. The distr package (Ruckdeschel, Kohl, Stabla, and Camphausen 2006) also allows R users to define their own distribution as a class of the S4 object-oriented system, with four functions r, d, p, q stored by the object. Only one of the four functions has to be provided when creating a distribution object, the other functions are computed in a suitable way. This approach increases flexibility but implies a runtime cost depending on which function has been provided to define a given distribution object. For instance, when only the random generation function is provided, the RtoDPQ function constructs an estimation for the others empirically which requires drawing samples instead of directly evaluating an analytical density.
In C++, the boost library (Schäling 2011) , the maths component includes common distributions and computations upon them. As in Distributions.jl, probability distributions are represented by types (classes), as opposed to functions. The underlying numeric types are rendered generic by the use of templates. Parameters of the distributions are accessed through exposed methods, while common operations are defined as non-member functions, thus sharing a similar syntax with single dispatch. 2 Design and implementation proposals for a multiple dispatch mechanism in C++ has been investigated in Pirkelbauer, Solodkyy, and Stroustrup (2010) and described as a library in Goc and Donzé (2015) , which would allow for more sophisticated dispatch rules in the Boost distribution interface. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the main types defined in the package and their hierarchy. In Section 3, the Sampleable type and associated sampling interface are presented. Section 4 presents the distribution interface, which is the central part of the package. Section 5 presents the available tools for fitting and estimation of distributions from data using parametric and non-parametric techniques. Section 6 presents modeling tools and algorithms for mixtures of distributions. Section 7 highlights two applications of Distributions.jl in related packages for Kernel Density Estimation and the implementation of Probabilistic Programming Languages in pure Julia. Section 8 concludes on the work presented and on future development of the ecosystem for probability distributions in Julia.
Type hierarchy
The Julia language allows the definition of new types and their use for specifying function arguments using the multiple dispatch mechanism (Zappa Nardelli, Belyakova, Pelenitsyn, Chung, Bezanson, and Vitek 2018).
Most common probability distributions can be broadly classified along two facets:
• the dimensionality of the values (e.g., univariate, multivariate, matrix variate)
• whether it has discrete or continuous support, corresponding to a density with respect to a counting measure or a Lebesgue measure
In the Julia type system semantics, these properties can be captured by adding type parameters characterizing the random variable to the distribution type which represents it. Parametric typing makes these pieces of information on the sample space available to the Julia compiler, allowing dispatch to be performed at compile-time, making the operation a zero-cost abstraction.
Distribution is an abstract type that takes two parameters: a VariateForm type which describes the dimensionality, and ValueSupport type which describes the discreteness or continuity of the support. These "property types" have singleton subtypes which enumerate these properties: § ¤ Note in this case the Uniform distribution is itself a parametric type, this allows it to make use of different numeric types. By default these are Float64, but they can also be Float32, BigFloat, Rational, the Dual type from ForwardDiff.jl in order to support features like automatic differentiation (Revels, Lubin, and Papamarkou 2016) , or user defined number types.
Probabilities are assigned to subsets in a sample space, probabilistic types are qualified based on this sample space from a VariateForm corresponding to ranks of the samples (scalar, vector, matrix, tensor) and a ValueSupport corresponding to the set from which each scalar element is restricted.
Other types of sample spaces can be defined for different use cases by implementing new sub-types. We provide two examples below, one for ValueSupport and one for VariateForm.
There are different possibilities to represent stochastic processes using the tools from Distributions.jl. One possibility is to define them as a new ValueSupport type.
This allows other developers to define their own models on top of Distributions.jl without requiring the modification of the package, while end-users benefit from the same interface and conventions, regardless of whether one type was defined in Distributions.jl or in an external package.
The types describing a probabilistic sampling process then depend on two type parameters inheriting from VariateForm and ValueSupport. A Distribution is more specific than a Sampleable, it describes the probability law mapping elements of a σ-algebra (subsets of the sample space) to corresponding probabilities of occurrence and is associated with corresponding probability distribution functions (CDF, PDF). As such, it extends the required interface as detailed in Section 4. In Distributions.jl, distribution families are represented as types and particular distributions as instances of these types. One advantage of this structure is the ease of defining a new distribution family by creating a sub-type of Distribution respecting the interface. The behavior of distributions can also be extended by defining new functions over all sub-types of Distribution and using the interface.
Sampling interface
Some programs require the generation of random values in a certain fashion without requiring the analytical closed-form probability distribution. The Sampleable type and interface serve these use cases.
A random quantity drawn from a sample space with given probability distribution requires a way to sample values. rng is a random number generator (RNG) object, passing it as an argument makes the rand implementation predictable. If reproducibility is not important to the use case, rand can be called as rand(mc), using the global random number generator Random.GLOBAL_RNG.
Note that the Markov chain implementation could have been defined in an immutable way. This implementations however highlights one possible definition of a Sampleable different from a probability distribution. This flexibility of implementation comes with a homogeneous interface, any item from which random samples can be generated is called in the same fashion. From the user perspective, where a sampler is defined has no impact on its use thanks to Julia multiple dispatch mechanism: the correct method (function implementation) is called depending on the input type.
The rand function is the only required element for defining the sampling with a particular process. Different methods are defined for this function, specifying the pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) to be used. The default RNG uses the Mersenne-Twister algorithm (Matsumoto and Nishimura 1998) . The sampling state is kept in a global variable used by default when no RNG is provided. New random number generators can be defined by users, sub-typed from the Random.AbstractRNG type.
Distribution interface and types
The core of the package are probability distributions, also defined as an abstract type: § ¤ abstract type Distribution{F<:VariateForm,S<:ValueSupport} <: Sampleable{F,S} end
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It can be noted that Distribution is a sub-type of Sampleable, as indicated by the <: subtype operator. This means that any distribution must implement the rand method, which means random values following the distribution can be generated. The two other essential methods to implement are pdf giving the probability density function at one point for continuous distributions or the probability mass function at one point for discrete distributions and cdf evaluating the Cumulated Density Function at one point. The quantile method from the standard library Statistics module can be implemented for a Distribution type, with the form quantile(d::Distribution,p::Float64) and returning the value corresponding to the corresponding cumulative probability. Given that the method rand() without any argument follows a uniform pseudo-random number in the interval [0, 1], a default fall-back method for random number generation can be defined by inverse transform sampling for a univariate distribution as:
The equivalent R functions for the normal distribution can be matched to the Distributions.jl way of expressing them as follows: § ¤ using Distributions
The advantage of using multiple dispatch is that supporting a new distribution only requires the package API to grow by one element which is the new distribution type, instead of four new functions. Most common probability distributions are defined by a mathematical form and a set of parameters. All distributions must implement the params method from the StatsBase, allowing the following example to always work for any given distribution type We won't present explanations on most trivial functions of the distribution interface, such as minimum, maximum. Other values are optional to define for distributions, such as mean, median, variance. Not defining these methods as mandatory allows for instance for the Cauchy-Lorentz distribution to be defined.
Distribution fitting and estimation
Given a collection of samples and a distribution dependent on a vector of parameters, the distribution fitting task consists in finding an estimation of the distribution parametersθ.
Maximum Likelihood Estimation
Maximum Likelihood is a common technique for estimating the parameters θ of a distribution given observations (Wilks 1938; Aldrich et al. 1997) , with numerous applications in statistics but also in signal processing (Pham and Garat 1997 
Modeling mixtures of distributions
Mixture models are used for modelling populations which consists of multiple sub-populations; mixture models are often applied to clustering or noise separation tasks.
A mixture distribution consists of several component distributions, each of which has a relative component weight or component prior probability. For a mixture of n components, then the densities can be written as a weighted sum:
where the parameters are the component weights π = (π 1 , . . . , π n ), taking values on the unit simplex, and each θ i parameterizes the ith component distribution.
Sampling from a mixture model consists of first selecting the component according to the relative weight, then sampling from the corresponding component distribution. Therefore a mixture model can also be interpreted as a hierarchical model. Any AbstractMixtureModel is therefore a Distribution and therefore implements specialized the mandatory methods insupport, mean, var, etc. Mixture models also need to implement the following behavior:
• ncomponents ( (2017) 3 . We present below two applications of the package for nonparametric continuous density estimation and probabilistic programming.
Kernel density estimation
Probability density functions can be estimated in a non-parametric fashion using Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) (Rosenblatt 1956 ), (Parzen 1962) . This is supported through the KernelDensity.jl package, defining the kde function to infer an estimate density from data. Both univariate and bivariate density estimates are supported. Most of the algorithms and parameter selection heuristics developed in KernelDensity.jl are based on Silverman (2018).
Example 7.1. We highlight the estimation of a kernel density on data generated from the mixture of a log-normal and uniform distributions. The bandwidth bw = 0.1 seems not to overfit isolated data points to fit without smoothing out important components. All examples provided use the Plots.jl 4 package to plot results, which can be used with various plotting engines as backend. We can compare the kernel density estimate to the real PDF as done in the following script and illustrated figure 3. The Kernel density estimation technique relies on a base distribution (the kernel) which is convolved against the data. The package uses directly the interface presented in section 4 to accept a Distribution as second parameter. The following code computes the kernel density estimates with a Gaussian and triangular distributions. The result is illustrated figure 4. The density estimator is computed via the Fourier transform: any distribution with a defined characteristic function (via the cf function from Distributions.jl) can be used as a kernel. The ability to manipulate distributions as types and objects allows end-users and package developers to compose on top of defined distributions and to define their own to use for kernel density estimations without any additional runtime cost. The kernel estimation of a bi-variate density is shown in D.2.
Probabilistic programming languages
Probabilistic programs are computer programs with the added capability of drawing the value of a variable from a probability distribution and conditioning variable values on observations (Gordon, Henzinger, Nori, and Rajamani 2014) . They allow for the specification of complex relations between random variables using a set of constructs that go beyond typical graphical models to include flow control (e.g., for, while, if), recursion, and other algorithmic building blocks, differing from explicit graph construction by users, as done in Brian J Smith (2018) . Probabilistic Programming Languages (PPL) are programming language or libraries enabling developers to write such programs. That is, they are a type of domain-specific language (DSL) (Fowler 2010) . They often fall in two categories: In the first type, the PPL is its own independent language, including syntax and parsing, though it may rely on another "host" language for its execution engine. For example, Stan (Carpenter, Gelman, Hoffman, Lee, Goodrich, Betancourt, Brubaker, Guo, Li, and Riddell 2017), uses its own .stan model specification format, though the parser and inference engine are written in C++. This type of approach benefits from defining its own syntax, thus designing it to look similar to the way equivalent statistical models are written. The model is also verified for syntactic correctness at compile-time.
In the second type of PPL, the language is embedded within and makes use of the syntax of the host language, leveraging that language's native constructs. For example, PyMC (Patil, Huard, and Fonnesbeck 2010) , Pyro (Bingham, Chen, Jankowiak, Obermeyer, Pradhan, Karaletsos, Singh, Szerlip, Horsfall, and Goodman 2018), and Edward (Tran, Kucukelbir, Dieng, Rudolph, Liang, and Blei 2016) all use Python as the host language, leveraging Theano, Torch, and TensorFlow, respectively, to perform many of the underlying inference computations. Here, the key advantage is that these PPLs gain access to the ecosystem of the host language (data structures, libraries, tooling). User documentation and development efforts can also focus on the key aspects of a PPL.
However, both approaches to PPLs suffer from drawbacks. In the first type of PPLs, users must add these new elements to their development toolchains for the development and inference of statistical models. That is, they are likely to use a general-purpose programming language for other tasks, then switch to the PPL environment for the sampling and inference task, and then read the result back into the general-purpose programming language. One solution to this problem is to develop APIs in general purpose languages, but full interoperability between two environments is non-trivial. Developers must then build a whole ecosystem around the PPL, including data structures, input/output, and text editor support, which costs time that might otherwise go toward improving the inference algorithms and optimization procedures.
While the second type of PPL may not require the development of a separate, parallel set of tools, it often runs into "impedance mismatches" of its own. In many cases, the host language has not been designed for a re-use of its constructs for probabilistic programming, resulting in syntax that aligns poorly with users' mathematical intuitions. Moreover, duplication may still occur at the level of classes or libraries, as, for example, Pyro and Edward depend on Torch and TensorFlow, which replicate much of the linear algebra functionality of NumPy for their own array constructs. Thus, rebuilding an inner syntax within a host language may come at a performance cost.
By contrast, the design of Distributions.jl has enabled the development of embedded prob-abilistic programming languages such as Turing.jl (Ge, Xu, and Ghahramani 2018) , SOSS.jl (Chad Scherrer 2019), Omega.jl (Zenna Tavares 2018) with comparatively less overhead or friction with the host language. These PPLs are able to make use of three elements unique to the Julia ecosystem to challenge the dichotomy between embedded and stand-alone PPLs: First, they make use of Julia's rich type system and multiple dispatch, which more easily support modeling mathematical constructs as types. Second, they all utilize Distributions.jl's types and hierarchy for the sampling of random values and representation of their distributions. Finally, they each use Julia macros to create new syntax that matches domain-specific requirements. As in the Lisp tradition, Julia's macros are written and manipulable in Julia itself and rewrite code during the lowering phase . Macros allow PPL designers to keep programs close to standard Julia while introducing package-specific syntax that more closely mimics statistical conventions, all without compromising on performance. For these reasons, along with compiled language performance, the combination of Julia with Distributions.jl provides an excellent foundation for further research and development of PPLs.
Conclusion and future work
We presented some of the types, structures and tools for modeling and computing on probability distributions in the JuliaStats ecosystem. The JuliaStats packages leverage some key constructs of Julia such as definition of new composite types, abstract parametric types and sub-typing, along with multiple dispatch. This allows users to express computations involving random number generation and the manipulation of probability distributions. A clear interface allows package developers to build new distributions from their mathematical definition. New algorithms can be developed, using the Distribution interface and as such extending the new features to all sub-types. These two features of Julia, namely extension of behavior to new types and definition of behavior over existing type hierarchy, allow different features built around the Distribution type to inter-operate seamlessly without hard coupling nor additional work from the package developers or end-users. Future work on the package will include the implementation of maximum likelihood estimation for other distributions, including mixtures and matrix-variate distributions.
A. Installation of the relevant packages
The recommended installation of the relevant packages is done through the Pkg.jl 5 tool available within the Julia distribution standard library. The common way to interact with the tool is within the REPL for Julia 1.0 and above. The closing square bracket "]" starts the pkg mode, in which the REPL stays until a return key is stroke. 
B. Julia type system B.1. Functions and methods
In Julia, a function "is an object that maps a tuple of argument values to a return value". 6 A special case is an empty tuple as input, as in y = f(), and a function that returns the nothing value. A function definition creates a top-level identifier with the function name. This can be passed around as any other value, for example to other functions. The function map takes a function and a collection map(f, c), and applies the function to each element of the collection to return the mapped values.
A function might represent a conceptual computation but different specific implementations might exist for this computation. For instance, the addition of two numbers is a common concept, but how it is implemented depends on the number type. The specific implementation of addition for complex numbers is Example B.2. In the following example, the function g has two methods. The first one is the most specific method and will be called for any type of the argument x that is a Number. Otherwise, the second method, which is less specific, will be called. § ¤ g(x::T) where {T<:Number} = (3*x, x)
Note that the order of definitions does not matter here, the least specific could have been defined first, and then the number-specialized implementation.
The method dispatched on by the Julia runtime is always the most specific. 
B.2. Types
Julia enables users to define their own types including abstract types, mutable and immutable composite types or structures and primitive types (composed of bits). Packages often define abstract types to regroup types under one label and provide default implementation for a group of types. For examples, lots of methods require arguments which are identified as Number, upon which arithmetic operations can be applied, without having to re-define methods for each of the concrete number types. The most common type definition for end-users is composite types with the keyword struct as follows: § ¤ Note that in the second example, the information of the concrete type T of x is required to convert the sum expression into a number of type T.
C. Comparison of Distributions.jl, Python/SciPy and R
In this section, we develop several comparative examples of how various computation tasks linked with probability distributions are performed using R, Python with SciPy/NumPy and Julia.
C.1. Sampling from various distributions
The following programs draw 100 samples from a Gamma distribution Γ(k = 10, θ = 2), in R: § ¤ The following Julia version is written to stay close to the previous ones, thus setting the global seed and not passing along a new RNG object. § ¤ using Random using Distributions g = Gamma(10, 2) rand(g, 100)
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C.2. Representing a distribution with various scale parameters
The following code examples are in the same order as the previous sub-section: § ¤ 
D. Wine data analysis
In this section, we show the example of analyses run on the wine dataset Aeberhard, Coomans, and De Vel (1994) obtained on the UCI machine learning repository. The data can be fetched directly over HTTP from within Julia. § ¤ using Distributions import Plots using DelimitedFiles wine_data_url = "https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/machine-learning-databases/wine/wine.data" wine_data_file = download ( 
D.3. Product distribution model
Given that a logarithmic transform was used for x 2 , a shifted log-normal distribution can be fitted: X 2 −0.73 ∼ LogN ormal (µ, σ) . The maximum likelihood estimator could be computed as in section D.1. Instead, we will demonstrate the simplicity of building new constructs and optimize over them. A Product distribution is implemented in Distributions.jl, defining a Cartesian product of the two first variables, thus assuming their independence:
Assuming X 1 follows a normal distribution, given a vector of 4 parameters [µ 1 , σ 1 , µ 2 , σ 2 ], the distribution can be constructed:
Computing the log-likelihood of a product distribution boils down to the sum of the individual log-likelihood. The gradient could be computed analytically but automatic differentiation will be leveraged here using ForwardDiff.jl (Revels et al. 2016 Once the gradient obtained, first-order optimization methods can be applied. To keep everything self-contained, a gradient descent with decreasing step will be applied: 
D.4. Implementation of an Expectation-Maximization algorithm
In this section, we highlight how Julia dispatch mechanism and Distributions.jl type hierarchy can help users define algorithms in a generic fashion, leveraging specific structure but allowing their extension. We know that the observations from the wine data set are split into different classes Z. We will consider only the two first variables, with the second at a log-scale: X = (x 1 , log(x2)).
The expectation step computes the probability for each observation i to belong to each label k: § ¤ function expectation_step(X, dists, prior) n = size(X, 1) Z = Matrix{Float64}(undef, n, length(prior)) for k in eachindex(prior) dists is a vector of distributions, note that no assumption is needed on these distributions, other than the standard interface. The only computation applied is indeed the computation of the pdf for each of these.
The operation for which the specific structure of the distribution is required is the maximiza-tion step. For many distributions, a closed-form solution of the maximum-likelihood estimator is known, avoiding expensive optimization schemes as developed in D.3. In the case of the Normal distribution, the maximum likelihood estimator is given by the empirical mean and covariance matrix. We define the function maximization_step to take a distribution type, the data X and current label estimates Z, computing both the prior probabilities Starting from an alternated affectation of observations to labels, it calls the two methods defined above for the E and M steps. The strength of this implementation is that extending it to more functions only requires to implement maximization_step(D, X, Z) for the new distribution. The rest of the structure will then work as expected.
